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Abstract

The problem of dangerous waste disposal in Croatia is not more only technical problem; it
grew over to political one of the first degree. Nobody likes to have the repository in own
courtyard. Some five hundred institutions and factories produce in Croatia low, inten-nediate
or high level radioactive waste. Till now all the dangerous waste is keeping in basements of
the institute "Ruder BogkovW' in Zagreb, just one -kilometre form the city centre. This
"temporary" solution is working fore some fifty years, but cannot be conserved forever. In the
paper are presented some of the solutions for radioactive waste deposition, known from the
references.
The deep, impermeable layers in Panonian area have conserved petroleum and gas under
pressure of more hundred bars for few dozens millions of years. Therefore, we propose the
underground deposition of radioactive waste in deep boreholes. The liquid waste can be
injected in deep isolated layers. In USA and Russia, for many years such solutions are
realised. In USA exist special regulations for this kind of waste management. In the paper is
described the procedure of designing, execution and verification of deposition in Russia. In
northern part of Croatia exist thousand boreholes with known geological data. The boreholes
were executed for investigation and exploitation of oil and gas fields. This data can make
good use to define safe deep layers capable to be used for repositories of liquid waste. For the
high level radioactive waste we propose the deep boreholes of greater diameter, filled with
containers. One borehole with 50 cm diameter and I 000 m deep can be safe deposition for c/a
50 M3 of solid high level radioactive waste. Croatia has not big quantity of waste and some
boreholes can satisfy all the quantities of waste in Croatia. This is not the cheapest solution,
but it can satisfy the strongest conditions of safety.
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